
Feline Minds
Guide to Optimizing the Litter box

If your cat is avoiding the litter box, there is probably a good reason! It may be because the
box itself does not suit his or her needs. Cats can be very specific in their preferences,
preferring one substrate for urination and another for defecation. Other cats are generalists
about WHAT they eliminate in, but may have needs about the location or style of the box.
Here are some tips on setting up an ideal litter box for your cat.

Litter
Not sure what kind of litter your cat likes best? Offer a few choices side by side.

In general, we recommend softer
clay-clumping, unscented litters, such as:
● Dr Elsey’s Cat Attract
● Tidy Cat Unscented
● Everclean Unscented
● Dr. Elsey’s Precious Cat
● Nature’s Miracle Intense Defense
(Fragrance Free)

Many cats experience problems with: food based litters (e.g. corn, wheat), pellet style litters (such
as pine pellets and Breeze litter), scented litters, and so we do not recommend them.

Cat Attract additive
Dr Elsey’s Cat Attract additive can be added to the cat’s preferred litter.

Long-haired cats
Long-haired cats may prefer smoother surfaces, including puppy pads. Dr. Elsey’s makes a crystal
litter specifically for long-haired cats. Some fluffy cats need a sanitary trim or “hygiene clip.”

Number of litter boxes
The recommended minimum number of litter boxes is one per cat plus one. Boxes should be in
separate areas of the home.

Litter Box Style
Most commercial litter boxes are not large enough for cats. The box should be 1-½ times the body
length of the largest cat.
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All litter boxes should be large and
uncovered. Because most commercial litter
boxes are smaller than recommended, an
alternative is to use a large, high-sided
storage bin (e.g., Rubbermaid or similar).

You may need to cut an entryway in one
side to make sure that the cats can get in
easily.

How to video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_KBWzHvNn4
Avoid: top-entry boxes, boxes in cabinets or planters

Location
Litter boxes should be: on each floor, in quiet areas that are not too out of the way. We don’t generally
recommend garages as there are usually accessibility issues (cat flaps), temperature issues (too
cold), or loud noises (garage door, laundry machines, cars coming in/out). Bathrooms and offices are
good options.

Litterbox Cleaning
Scoop the box at least once (ideally twice) daily. In addition, litter boxes should be washed out with
hot water and detergent at least once a month or so. A litter genie such as the Litter Locker/Litter
Genie Plus or Litter Champ can make daily scooping easier.

No liners!
Many cats do not like the texture of plastic or getting their paws snagged in plastic liners. Some
plastic liners “pool” urine and can cause odor issues. We do not recommend their use.

Littermats to prevent scatter
Dual-layer, honeycomb foam mats are the most effective at preventing litter scatter and comfortable
for cats. We like the Blackhole Litter Mat and the iPrimio Cat Litter Trapper

Cleaning soiled areas
Reclean soiled areas with appropriate enzyme cleaner. We recommend:

● Anti Icky Poo Unscented
● Urine Off
● Fizzion
● Zero Odor
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